DIMSDALE
John Dimsdale of Theydon Garnon, Essex

 marrying Thomas, 1st Baron Dimsdale of the Russian Empire (1712–1800), consultant physician to Catherine II, baron of the Russian Empire 1769, MP for Hertford 1780–90 (HOARE; RUSSELL) ∞ 1° Mary Brassey (1714–1744) (HOARE); 2° 1746 Anne Iles (1715–1779) (HOARE); 3° 1779 Elizabeth Dimsdale (1732–1812)

 marrying John, 2nd Baron Dimsdale (1747–1820)

 marrying Robert, 3rd Baron Dimsdale (1756–1825) ∞ 1791 Finetta Pye (1763–1848) (RUSSELL) q.c.

 marrying Thomas Robert, 4th Baron Dimsdale (1796–1865) ∞ Lucinda Manning (1796–1874)
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